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Term Project Proposal 
My project largely focuses on corporations, industries and their impacts on ecological 

functioning. It examines how forces of capitalism and its focus model for short term profit 
maximization sets the foundation for long term problems through local case study examples as 
well as cumulative research of industries impact on a global scale. This system of 
profit-maximization at all costs has been shown to function in a pattern of incredibly destructive 
ways; of the multitude of industries, my project focuses on their carbon emissions and other sorts 
of pollution, as well as their harm to ecosystems at a global and local scale. A book titled “The 
Bridge at the Edge of the World” by Author James Gustave Speth argues that the current rate of 
climate degradation is a direct result of modern capitalist forces. Speth presents the idea that 
current rate of environmental efforts will fail to resolve the root systematic driving forces which 
are entirely aimed at profit maximization. This book targets the boundary between science and 
politics because it addresses the systems of modern capitalist industries and their devastating 
impacts on ecological processes, and how they are directly correlated to each other.  

One example of this is demonstrated through a study examining carbon emissions, 
deforestation, and community land conversion as a result of palm oil plantation expansion. The 
study on a region of Indonesia found that forests and peatlands in the area for conversion into 
palm oil plantation acted as a substantial source of greenhouse gas emissions from land cover 
change, which as a whole is responsible for 10-20% of net emissions on a global scale; still, 
numbers are largely uncertain as data from plantations are largely undocumented (Carlson 7559). 
Direct impacts by plantations replacing forested/peatland environments include the significant 
loss of 40% of lowland forests in the region (7559). However, impacts extend beyond the area of 
a plantation development, due to escaping fires, which were responsible for significant amounts 
of net carbon emissions from the industry (7562). This study reveals the nature of industry 
expansion in how it concerns short term economic benefits reaped from the commodity of palm 
oil rather than looking at the long-term degradation of the local ecological systems as well as its 
global contribution to the impacts of GHGs emissions. As forest habitats are lost, the ecological 
systems which once functioned within them are also lost, and with it a loss of biodiversity, and 
the ecosystem services it provides to humans. Because the rate of expansion exceeds the rate in 
which forests can regenerate themselves, this destructive pattern cannot function long enough to 
sustain the needs of the future.  

Mirroring the findings previous study is that of industrialized animal production and its 
ecological impacts. A study analyzing the impact of concentrated animal feeding operations 
(CAFOs) in North Carolina revealed the scale of this industry and how it directly impacted the 
local Aquatic ecosystems through nutrient and microbial pollution. Within the confined space of 
an enclosed building, animals are fed large quantities of feed containing nitrogen and 
phosphorous which then travels from their excrement into “waste lagoons” (Mallin, Lawrence 
370). Much of the material from this concentrated waste cesspool is dispersed into fields, where 
it may enter aquatic systems through runoff and groundwater infiltration (370). These high 
concentrations of waste are anomalies which “can easily exceed the assimilatory capacity of the 
local landscape” (370). Data collected from a waste lagoon rupture incident that occured in 1995 



 

that resulted in 22 miles of river polluted from 25 million gallons of swine waste was shown to 
cause months of significant estuarine fish kills and algae blooms (371). Algae blooms like these 
are responsible for the death of bottom dwelling organisms, finfish, and seagrass bed habitats 
that cannot survive in compromised oxygen levels (380-379). Along with the impacts of nutrient 
pollution, pathogenic bacteria also thrive in these waste lagoons which eventually reach aquatic 
systems through rain runoff; this has resulted in “large-scale microbial disease outbreaks” (380). 
This study revealed the great extent to which industrial production through CAFOs had impacted 
the local environment through nutrient and microbial pollution, and thus serves to represent how 
industrial agriculture and its processes harm the ecosystem and its ability to provide us with 
services. Long term impacts of aquatic dead zones include compromised ability to sustain 
ourselves through aquatic food sources, as habitats such as seagrass beds are lost and can no 
longer sustain life. As of today, food production such as through animal agriculture takes up 40% 
of the earth's land cover (National Geographic). Because these ecological systems cannot 
regenerate at the rapid pace and scale by which human activities have degraded them, this 
process reflects industries concern with short term benefits over long term problems.  

An article of similar nature focuses in on the impacts of industrial impacts of pollution 
through aquaculture. One point it highlights on is that of the world's oceans, 75% of major 
fisheries have been exploited to the point of extreme or complete depletion (Clark, Brett, Clausen 
91). From a historical context, innovations in fishing technologies have significantly increased 
the extent to which aquaculture is able to exploit fish stocks; nylon nets carried by trowlers are 
now able to capture 400 tons of fish, all at once (96). Apart from the impact of overfishing the 
oceans, industrial aquaculture also requires significant amounts of fossil fuel burning to power 
ships in their ability to harvest from the world’s oceans; In 2000, “global fisheries used up to 
12.5 times the amount of fuel energy that they provided as edible-protein energy”, through 13 
billion tons of fuel (99). The sheer magnitude by which the aquaculture industry depletes natural 
resources needed for to the comparatively minimal amount of goods it is able to produce reflects 
the wasteful inefficiency that characterizes the industrial aquaculture industry. This statistic 
directly uncovers a situation in which the short term benefits of profit are outweighed by the long 
term cost of environmental degradation posed unto the earth's ecosystems through GHG 
emissions. The capitalist forces of profit maximization drive competition within the industry, 
which leads to fishing down the ecosystem food chain; this disrupts metabolic energy flow cycle 
and erodes marine biodiversity, which poses an ultimate threat of “wholesale collapse of marine 
ecosystems” (101). This once again mirrors the pattern of how industries prioritize the short term 
benefits of industrial fishing, ignorant to the long term degradation their activities have caused to 
marine ecosystems and the climate as a whole.  

A more visible impact of the earth’s ecosystems can be seen through the industrial history 
of oil pollution, especially through oil spills in marine environments. From current day data, 
spanning back to as early as 1967, events of catastrophically damaging oil spills have been 
largely attributed to oil companies such as by Exxon Valdez and BP (Farrington 3-4). Although 
natural oil and gas seeps have occured on earth for millions of years, human activities have 
resulted in significantly higher concentrations of chemicals entering the environment, such as in 
the case of petroleum , and how “during the 1950s and 1960s it became apparent that routine 
operations of oil tankers resulted in significant inputs of oily tar-like material in the oceans” (6). 
Disastrous events like these are representative of the model upon which the oil industry functions 
under the system of global capitalist production, as accidents like these occur are symptomatic of 



 

the scale of the industry driven by demand, and aims at profit maximization disregarding long 
term problems. Some of which include the adverse effects on marine mammals and birds as oil 
coats their bodies; another impact functions through the ecosystems as chemicals accumulate in 
the marine food system, which are then consumed by humans (6) in their aquacultural practices. 
This represents a direct impact the oil industry has on both ecological systems as well as the 
human beings to which they serve.  

A long term historical analysis of human caused greenhouse gas emissions found that 
two-thirds of emissions can be traced back to “90 of the largest corporate investor-owned and 
state-owned producers of fossil fuels and cement from as early as 1854 to 2010” (Heede 230). 
Along with this statistical fact, the study also found that many of these carbon major entities are 
in possession of carbon reserves that are capable of greatly intensify climate change if produced 
and emitted into the environment (237). Similarly, the Carbon Majors Database identified how 
100 companies alone produced and released 923 Billion tonnes of carbon emissions into the 
atmosphere, which is about half of GHGs released into the climate since the beginning of the 
industrial revolution (Griffin 5). Both these figures are important because they unveil the 
immense role that these industries have played in the degradation of the earth's climate from the 
release of greenhouse gasses and how they should be held responsible for their actions. These 
large corporation’s systems of capitalist industrial production with sole focus on profit 
maximization are the direct contributors to significant anthropogenic increases in greenhouse 
gasses.  

Another factor that has contributed significantly to degradation of the environment has 
been through the mining industry. In the region of southwestern Sierra Leone, mining operations 
had produced a hefty weight 200,000 tons of usable material (rutile and ilmenite), but this is 
minimal compared to the 7.8 million tons of waste rock produced alongside that figure 
(Akiwumi, Butler 313). Globally, it is found that 70% of excavated material from mining 
operations is waste rock or “tailings”, otherwise economically void and unusable sediment from 
an ore (310). The impacts of this include spatial and temporal changes as a result of erosion, 
pollution of local water systems, as well as hydrogeomorphic effects from waste rock runoff; this 
alone can cause significant flooding of local canals due to sediment collected in local creeks and 
rivers, which are impediments to natural drainage systems (313). These serve as abiotic systems 
within which ecosystems may function, and a disruption of this subsequently results in a 
disruption of ecosystem services provided for the local area. Another process of extraction used 
by the mining industry, namely Mountaintop Removal Mining, also reveals geological damages 
through waste runoff causing flash floods (Holzman 478). An ecological threat that this sort of 
mining poses on a local environment is conducted directly through the process of earth removal, 
which results in slow regrowth of native plant species and trees due to the compromised state of 
the soil (478). On a grand scale, these methods reflect the industry’s intent on maximizing profits 
at the cost of local ecological functioning. Even at a local scale, forces like these exacerbated by 
the pace and scale of global capitalism pose disastrous implications on the earth's ecosystems 
and represent large scale degradation of the environment.  
 

Scientific Idea #1 
 

This idea can be incorporated into an 
illustration of each major industry mentioned 
through a grouping of small “clip art like” 



 

Ecological degradation and the depletion of 
the earth’s natural resources are driven by the 
forces of industries’ heedless pursuit for profit 
maximization through large scale and widely 
varying of pollutants, waste byproducts, GHG 
emissions and geomorphic impacts. 

depictions of the industries in a natural 
environment, and depictions of how they 
impact the surrounding environment.  

Scientific Idea #2 
 
If we continue to operate with scale and pace 
by which the capitalist industries throughout 
history have contributed to ecological and 
environmental degradation, we will have to 
face consequences of catastrophic earthly 
conditions 

I will incorporate this idea visually to 
essentially show a before (prior to 
industrialization) , now (our present day state 
in which we have impacted the environment, 
and a potential after (a state of catastrophe 
and significantly exacerbated effects that are 
seen in the present) 

 
One way way I may choose to incorporate these scientific ideas into my creative work 

related to industries and corporations through a visual depiction of their process and practices 
through representational forms or otherwise a more general abstraction. If possible, I may 
incorporate actual waste objects or products I find that can connect back the the major industries 
I’ve mentioned throughout my paper. This may take on a sculptural form, or all fit onto a painted 
canvas or digital illustration. Between a sculpture or painting, I may combine both mediums, 
such as through using everyday items we throw into the trash and melding it into a scene of a 
mine or forest to connect the waste product to the industry from which it is born out of.  

Another concept I have for my creative work is to show these industries in Adobe 
Illustrator in which I will depict each of them through representational vector forms. I want to 
represent the before, present, and after through a triptych in a method similar to the northern 
renaissance artwork “The Garden of Earthly Delights” by Hieronymus Bosch, which follows the 
same timeline. In the first panel, I want to illustrate something idyllic and akin to pre-industrial 
environments. Following this in the ‘present’ panel I want to represent where we stand currently, 
a middle ground in which we have already depleted the earth's resources and have induced a 
variety of ecological impacts, but have not reached the tipping point. The third panel will 
showcase the possible future towards which we are headed if we do not work to sustain the 
ecological systems from which industried reap their profits. This panel will depict extreme, 
catastrophic conditions that are magnifications of the middle panels visual impacts. An example 
of this would be the GHG emissions that I would show in a plume of smoke, but by the third 
panel it would fill the depicted environment and blacken the sky around it as the earth is 
consumed under a blanket of emissions. 
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